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“ ... It [10 days
Winchester] reaches beyond
the existing boundaries of creative
practice and makes links and
connections across generations,
across art forms...”

-ALICE KETTLE
ARTIST
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Welcome to the 10
days Creative
Collisions schools’
pack!
This pack has been carefully
compiled by a group of keen
experts to bring art, physics and
creative writing to schools as
part of a large event taking
place in Winchester this Autumn,
10 days | Winchester | Creative
Collisions.
This pack is designed to:
• Enhance curriculum
studies through creative
thinking
• Create excitement for
those studying art, science
(physics) and poetry
• Enable all ages and
abilities
• Help teachers by
providing ideas for easy
adaptation

Image Credit: 10 days 2011
Companion of Space
Kimvi Ngyen Winchester
Cathedral. Photographer Joe
low

Suitable for all ages and ability, it is a great opportunity
for your school to get involved in 10 days Creative
Collisions! We hope you use and develop the 10 days
Creative Collisions schools’ pack to help enrich the
learning experience of your pupils.
10 days is a biennial interdisciplinary arts event
organised by local art professionals in Winchester to
establish a platform for contemporary art and public
engagement during a ten day period, and aims to
have a lasting impact in the city, benefiting artists the
community and local business.
Jane Price
10 days director and education liaison officer
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The CMS detector in construction.
Image Credit: Rosie Walton

The 10 days Creative Collisions schools’ project offers
young people across Hampshire and beyond the
opportunity to explore, learn and experience in their
own way the theme of 'Creative Collisions'. Working
across the curriculum using art and science, the
schools’ pack aims to engage, excite and amaze.
The theme of 'Creative Collisions' offers a wonderful
chance to mix the world of science with the world of
art. Three artists and scientists have devised workshops
that stretch the idea of collision to grab the
imagination of young people of all ages. Working with
colour, form, spoken and written word, scientific
experiment and spatial design, the schools’ pack will
inspire your pupils to create objects, sounds and film
that can be displayed in cross curriculum “Collider
Scope” installations in your school as well as be
involved in a larger inter-school online “Event Display”.
The project is about having fun, being brave, creating
the unexpected and really exploring the idea of
collision in unexpected ways. I encourage you to use
the ideas and resources described in this pack as a
starting point and develop them further into your own
creative collisions!
Alex Hoare
Artists and project manager

MORE ABOUT...

The Institute of Physics are
continually trying to improve
diversity in the physical
sciences.
One of the most exciting
approaches to accessibility is
to draw upon subject
pedagogy that go across
curricula. We might be
naturally drawn to one
subject as a ‘lens’ for our
world-view or understanding,
but surely there is something
new to be gained by taking
multiple view points and
recombining or ‘colliding’
them is someway?
So, perhaps a young person
who is highly engaged in the
arts but not yet engaged in
science might find a new joy
for physics as part of this
project? Or perhaps
someone who has always
loved science but never
been interested in the arts
could find a new enthusiasm
for creative writing or
drawing or photography?
It would be fantastic to hear
your thoughts, and of course
stories about any
developments you have with
the classes you engage with
the project. Get in touch via
Twitter! @10days2013
Rosie May Walton
Physicist
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ART
WORKSHOP

SHAPES
COLLIDING
Collision Shapes is a workshop for
children and young people to
investigate how shapes transform
when they collide with each other,
utilising mathematical concepts of
symmetry, rotation and intersection to
create patterns. The collision theme
can be extended by using different
papers and materials to draw/paint/
collage the patterns together,
perhaps paying
1. STARTER IDEAS
Give pupils a selection of materials
with varied colours, textures and
patterns, ask them to draw different
sized circles, squares, rectangles and
triangles, and cut them out.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:

All: use different media to draw a variety of shapes.
Work in groups utilising rotation, symmetry and
repetition to place shapes together to form a 'collided
shape’
Most: consider the design and configuration of the
final shape and explore different options before
finalising
Some: extend the design of their collided shape by
incorporating more advanced skills of construction
and integrating ideas from shapes seen in nature and
drawing through listening.

overlapping areas and the methods of joining
shapes together.
Work in groups to ‘collide’ the shapes they have
created individually together, trying different
configurations using symmetry, rotation and
repetition to create different combinations, and
assessing as a group the best results.

Use different methods of marking out
for example pencil and string, pre-cut
templates, freehand, folding,
charcoal tied to a stick, drawing big
using paper on the floor, to make
shapes.

Examine overlapping areas and new shapes
created and once decision is made, join new
‘Collision Shapes’ together using a range of
materials (e.g. glue, staples, o-rings, or sewing).

2. LESSON ACTIVITIES
Give out photocopied images to
each pupil, get them to sit in pairs,
back to back and describe the image
to their partner in terms of line and
shape. The partner draws by listening
very carefully, without looking. Swap
over pairs.

Tape/ hang up joined ‘Collision Shapes’ work,
photograph and make sketch drawings in
sketchbook of work, including notes on colour,
joining and texture.

Show images of repeating and
overlapping shapes in Architecture
and Nature. Ask pupils to identify
what shapes they can see, what has
happened to the shapes (e.g
‘squashed’, over lapped, repeated,
enlarged scale). Ask them to observe

3. PLENARY IDEAS

Discuss observations on new shapes as a group,
focusing on the nature of the new shapes
created, overlapping areas, patterns, colours
and textures.
Discuss ideas of how the collided shapes could
be applied to real life situations, i.e. fashion,
architecture, the natural world.
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PHYSICS
WORKSHOP

Workshops!
Hold your own then upload
students work online

PARTICLES
COLLIDING
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
All: Have considered how objects
change in a collision by working with a
variety of ‘before’, ‘during’, ‘after’
scenarios.
Most: Have created a hypothesis and
designed a test or experiment that will
give unbiased or ‘fair’ results
Some: Will have sought and applied
theoretical reasoning, developing their
understanding of ‘momentum’, ‘impulse’,
‘energy’, ‘force’ etc.

2. LESSON ACTIVITIES:
The notion of ‘collision’ here is more physical and
literal perhaps than in the other work shops, however
there are many similarities which can be drawn out by
students who have attended more than one already.
There should be open discussion around this in the
workshop.
Demonstration: Egg thrown at bed sheet held tort by
students. Get a volunteer to throw the egg at the
sheet as hard as possible. The egg will not break due
to the deformation of the sheet.
Teacher to introduce terminology such as transfer of
energy, impulse, force, change in momentum with
respect to class level.
Demonstration: Teacher models egg being dropped
from the same height with different structures or
different materials around the egg. Leaving students
with a selection of possibilities for their own three-part
sequence.
3. PLENARY IDEAS:
Share the ‘three part sequence’ recorded. This will be
either in the form of a set of annotated hypothetical
drawing or observations or as actual photographs.
Present any findings back to the group emphasise
how the collision changed with different structures
and materials.

1. STARTER IDEAS:
Students are given a selection of materials
and equipment and asked to make sense
of what is in-front of them with open
questioning from the teacher.

Extending ideas: ‘What happens when an egg
collides with another egg? Do they both break? Do
they experience the same forces?

For example:
‘Which of these materials will do the best
job at protecting an egg in a collision?’
‘What do you think will happen when I
throw an egg at a tort sheet – will it break?’
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POETRY WORKSHOP
2. LESSON ACTIVITIES
•
Working in pairs each pupil selects
two words at random from the pool that has
been created.

WORDS
COLLIDING

•
Pupils are asked to think of as many
ways as they can in which these two words
might go together and what they mean
and the associations they create (see
example of Red and Elephant).

This workshop explores collisions within
creative writing, using written and spoken
word. Starting with pairings of random
words, pupils will explore ways to ‘collide’
them - semantic, aural, visual - and the
types of writing that might spin out from
these collisions. Outputs may be text
based, spoken/recorded or visual.

•
From their list, pupils should choose
one of their ideas and develop it. They
should pick the one that ‘pulls’ at them
most – whether they know why or not.
Teachers can guide them through the
process of expanding and developing
connections, narrative, character from the
collided words.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
All: apply a ‘collide’ technique to initiate the
development of a piece of creative writing and
practise using one piece of poetry
Most: learn and apply more than one technique
for developing creative ideas and to evaluate
these for the best ideas

•
Pupils create a poem, choosing a
format which might be Text Based, Rap, a
Shape Poem, a Picture or a Sound Poem.
These different formats are explained in the
“Index of Ideas”.

Some: extend their previous knowledge of
creative writing to incorporate new technique,
including syllable-counting to shape a poem draft
and poetic sound-patterning to arrange words
and phrases.

3. PLENARY IDEAS
Pupils share their work with the class. Poems
that are visual or written out for display can
be stuck up on walls, and sound poems
and raps can be performed and recorded
if possible.

1. STARTER IDEAS
•
Create A Pool of Words - working
individually or in groups, pupils collect
groups of words in categories (e.g words
for things, words for colours, nouns, verbs,
adjectives depending on level).

Pupils can reflect on the session in groups
and then feedback (e.g their favourite
technique, their two favourite collided
words, their favourite kind of poem).

•
Pupils write words down either on
cards (the teacher could do this for
younger pupils.
•
Completed cards should be placed
in a ‘lucky dip’ container.
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COLLIDER SCOPE
INSTALLATION WORKSHOP

1. STARTER IDEAS

INSTALLATION - LEARNING
OBJECTIVES:

Using examples of installation art (find
images that will inspire and intrigue the
class on line) ask pupils what they think
installation art is and how it is different
from an exhibition. Artists may include:
Rachel Whiteread, Cornelia Parker,
Richard Long

All: Learning what an art installation is
Most: Understanding aspects of spatial
design, using objects and mapping
movement through space
Some: Understanding and thinking
about how we experience space

“how would you feel if they were in the
installation?”

Awareness of health and safety issues in
relation to creating public work

“what does looking at the image make
you think/feel?”

3. PLENARY IDEAS

2. LESSON ACTIVITIES

Analysis of the objects sounds
images to be placed in the
installation

Ask pupils to think about how the things
produced for the installation should be
experienced by the audience. What do
they want the audience to experience,
feel, see, hear.

Key Points:
• Installation art is about the
whole of a space and not
just a wall or a plinth
• Can involve all of the
senses - sight, sound,
touch, taste, smell
• It will often have more
than one focus
• It is about the audience's
experience of the space
and changing that in
some way

Planning the space for the installation
Get them to imagine and plan the
space through mapping either in real
space or on a plan. Be fantastical at this
stage, the reality comes next!
Practicalities of installation
Get pupils to think about how things will
be displayed, i.e. hung, constructed,
placed and the practicalities of people
interacting with the installation. It needs
to be safe, so they need to think about
secure fixings, obstacles, hazards. They
could develop a risk assessment.
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“ WORKING WITH
COLOUR, FORM,
SHAPE, SPOKEN AND
WRITTEN WORD...”

A note about this part of the pack:
As we acknowledge there is no ‘one fits all
approach’ to teaching, we have included this
section in the pack in order to supplement the
more skeletal lesson plans provided.
These are prompts, ideas or themes upon
which subject experts might want to base or
extend their lessons. They can be used to
refocus the suggested workshops on creative
collisions or to draw out particular learning
objectives depending upon the group and
the specialisms of the teaching staff.
We hope that this provides a genuinely useful
tool teachers interested in recreating and
advancing the 10 days schools programme.

INDEX OF
IDEAS

While the ideas here have come from
specialists in specific subject areas - and as
such we have kept them grouped together we hope that ideas in one curriculum area
could be taken into a lesson on another, and
should not be considered confined to the
pedagogy of a particular subject or level.

SECTION A - POETRY & WRITING TOOLS
___________________________________________________

You will see many of the ideas are already
cross-curricular in their nature.

IDEA #1: CREATING A POOL OF WORDS
Words can be gathered through a range of
activities, the teacher may decide what categories
of words to ask for, depending on level.
For example, primary pupils might write down:
Words for things, Colours, Words for feelings, Words
for noises.
More advanced pupils might write down: A noun,
An adjective, A verb and so on.
A-Level English Language pupils could be asked use
their knowledge of word classes, for example writing
down: A concrete noun, An abstract noun, A
dynamic verb and so on.
IDEA #2: ‘CHARACTER’, APPROACHES
Often an idea will suggest a character or thing. Why
not structure a developmental task for the students
writing centred on personality, qualities and history.
IDEA #3: ‘NARRATIVE’ APPROACHES
These often start with the questions ‘why?’, ‘how?’
or ‘where?’, and lead into some kind of story as an
answer – or several possible stories, from which
pupils can choose.
IDEA #4: ‘CONCRETISING’ APPROACHES
Some ideas start out grand but vague. To be
effective, these need pinning down through more
detail. Model ways to ask questions that will lead to
more specific ideas.
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“ ..QUESTIONS
WHICH LEAD
INTO SOME
KIND OF STORY
AS AN
ANSWER.”
-Brian Evan-Jones, Poet

For example: ‘A feeling that is slow to grow but
dangerous’: What is the feeling? Who has it? What
caused it? Why is is dangerous, and to whom?
IDEA #5: PICTURE POEM
This form can produce satisfying results and appeal to
pupils who struggle with writing. It allows them to create
an end-product without having to use too much
language. It can also create sophisticated results.
First, the pupils create an image of the thing they want
to write about. Then on the image they write words or
phrases about it. Words can go anywhere on the
image.
IDEA #6: SOUND POEM
This is text-based but does not use sentences. Pupils
gather words or short phrases about their topic, but
instead of putting them into sentences, they group
them by shared sounds (see exemplar).
Younger and less able pupils will probably focus on
rhyme. They may also add alliteration. Older and more
able pupils may be able to work with assonance and
consonance patterns too. The results can be haunting.
IDEA #7 COMPARISON (METAPHOR AND SIMILE)
Comparison can bring a poem alive for the writer, as
well as for the reader.
A good way to do this is to pick at random an object in
the room, and see how many other things it can be
compared to. There are many, many ways to do this.
For example, a clock: By shape: a coin; a discus By
sound: dripping water; footsteps. By function: a parent
(helping you get things done when you need to!)

IDEA #10 COLLIDE MATERIALS
Experiment with texture, material and colour
in the same way as shape.
Look around the class room, or go outside to
look for different shapes. Draw the shapes on
different coloured and textured papers then
cut out, overlap and stick them on a new
piece of paper to create a collage.

IDEA #11 TRACING
Pupils trace their collided shapes or those
created by others and label all the shapes
they find. You could consider the descriptors
‘rotation’, ‘symmetry’, ‘enlargement’ to link
to the maths curriculum.

SECTION B - DRAWING & CONSTRUCTION TOOLS
______________________________________________

IDEA #12 CREATE A MOSAIC TILE

IDEA #8 MULTIPLE CONNECTIONS
There are numbers of ways to connect one shape to
another. Ask students to come up with a variety. Add in
another shape, ask students to observe how this
multiplies the possibilities!

Allow each pupil to choose elements
of their group’s ‘collision shape’ from
which to create a mosaic tile.
Perhaps bring those titles together in
a plenary class activity.

IDEA #13 BATIK PAINTING
IDEA #9 PHOTOGRAPHS & SKETCHBOOK THUMBNAIL
DRAWINGS

Create a batik painting of the group’s
collided shapes, drawing the shape outlines
in wax and painting in the shapes with
colour. Children could create a ‘whole class’
design by piecing together paper ‘collision
shapes’ and work together on a large piece
of fabric to create an artwork for display in
the school. Alternatively, sew individual batik
textiles pieces together after they’re made.

Get students into the habit of recording their
ideas before discarding them. Record different
options for joining shapes before creating
chosen collided shapes.
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Place the egg in one hand and the plate in the
other hand. Throw the egg in the air and catch it
on the plate. Move the plate down ahead of the
egg and moving slightly slower until the egg is on
the plate, then slow the plate to a stop. This
demonstration requires some practice! (Use a
ping-pong ball and practice catching it on the
plate without it bouncing. When you can do this
you are ready to try it with the egg.)

IDEA #14 PLENARY SESSION WITH WORDS
Sit around the group collided shapes and
discuss words to describe them. Handle the
artworks to inspire words to describe how they
feel, look, and smell. Use descriptive words
gathered in the workshop so that pupils
contribute to creative writing with peers in the
form of a class poem - perhaps a picture poem
(See idea #5).

IDEA #21 TEST OTHER PEOPLES IDEAS
Get the class into teams to come up with
protective casing ideas for an ‘egg drop
experiment’- then distribute more examples for
class testing. There are lots of videos online
showing weird and wonderful egg drop designs.
E.g. A partially inflated plastic bag, Foam

IDEA #15 AREA, MEAN, MEDIAN, MODE
CALCULATIONS
Ask student calculate the median, average and
mode area sizes of a set of shapes drawn by the
class. Area of a rectangle, or triangle or even
circle for advanced students. Area calculations
can be done by counting/shading squares or
using mathematical formulae.

rubber, Bubble wrap, Breakfast cereal, Water,
Viscose Liquid such as honey or oil, A small
trampoline (!), Shoe insoles...

IDEA #16 ESTIMATION
Ask students to cut lengths of string to edge a
shape or pattern, then ask students to test it on
their shape or pattern and explain how
accurate their visual measurements were? Is it
harder to estimate smaller or longer lengths of
string?

IDEA #22 SPEED CALCULATIONS

IDEA #17 ALGEBRA AND PATTERN
Use mathematical algebraic principals of ‘x’, ‘y’ and ‘xy’, to design an asymmetrical unit within a rectangle
where x is a square, y is a crescent cut from a square
and x-y is what remains. Colour in black and
photocopy 10 copies of the design and 10 copies of its
mirror image, then place down in a grid in different
combinations to make different patterns. In pairs design
asymmetrical units and solve the algebraic formula for
each shape.

With this set up, students can readily measure the
average speed of the drop using speed =
distance / time. More advanced students could
discuss acceleration due to gravity, and higher
GCSE or A-Level maths/physics could calculate
using SUVAT equations.
IDEA #23 SLOW MOTION
Show an egg drop or egg collision test in slow
motion so that students can discus the forces
acting on the egg and it’s packaging frame by
frame. There are countless phone Apps for this
and most cameras have this playback function.
IDEA #24 LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS
Discuss how collisions might change on different
planets. Open a discussion about the relative
gravitational attraction of larger/smaller planets
and moons. It could also lead nicely into an
activity about the suitability of the class designs for
different planetary conditions including
atmosphere. For example, a parachute ‘egg
drop’ device is dependent on air-resistance.

IDEA #18 DRAWING ON PLAYGROUND
Use collided shapes to inspire a playground
chalk drawing and then invent a game where
pupils hop through the shapes.
IDEA #19 FOCUS ON DRAWING TECHNIQUE
Ask students to redraw their collided shape
designs up practising a skill such as using a
compass, using a piece of string and pencil for
a DIY compass or arc, painting with watercolour etc.

IDEA #25 CATEGORISE MATERIALS
Students order or group materials they have tested
according to their understanding of their
properties. They formulate a notion about what
gives these materials their different properties.

SECTION C - HYPOTHESIS & EXPERIMENT
______________________________________________

IDEA #26 CATEGORISE DESIGNS

IDEA #20 EGG AND PLATE
Use an egg and plate to illustrate that moving objects
receive little force if they are slowed down over a
longer period of time.
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Students group their own or others designs
according to how they work, what they
look like, whether they work etc.
commenting on what links them.

SUPPORT
Art

Physics

Poetry

EXTENSION

IDEA #11 TRACING

IDEA #10 COLLIDE MATERIALS

IDEA #16 ESTIMATION

IDEA #15 AREA, MEAN, MEDIAN, MODE CALCULATIONS

IDEA #25 CATEGORISE MATERIALS

IDEA #24 LIFE ON OTHER PLANETS

IDEA #26 CATEGORISE DESIGNS

IDEA #21 TEST OTHER PEOPLES IDEAS

IDEA #5: PICTURE POEM

IDEA #4: ‘CONCRETISING’ APPROACHES

IDEA #2: ‘CHARACTER’,
APPROACHES

IDEA #7 COMPARISON (METAPHOR AND SIMILE)

AN EXAMPLE: DESIGNING
LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
DIFFERENTIATED BY TASK
The table below provides an
example of how teachers might use
the ideas presented in this guide to
provide completely different learning
activities within the same lesson dependent on individual student
ability.
Refer to the ‘Index of Ideas’ for
information about each activity.

Joe Spencer Freezing Roses for the University of Southampton’s
Accelerate show, part of the 2013 10 days events programme.
Photograph by Lauren Hughes.
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Work from any or all of the four
workshops can be displayed as part
of this virtual installation ‘Event
Display’ online at:

#10daysWinchester
@10days2013
www.10daysWinchester.org

www.10dayswinchester.org

WHAT IS AN ‘EVENT
DISPLAY’?
An event display is a type of
scientific graph, chart,
photograph, or digital
display, imaging
experimental results. We are
reinventing it as a literal
online display of all the
‘buzz’ surrounding the 10
days events.

EVENT DISPLAY
ONLINE
13

Join in - with artists, visitors,
schools, photographers,
scientists and curators.
Spread the word and see it
unfold.

INVITATION
We invite YOU to explore the idea of 'collision' and its place in collaborative and creative
activities. Send your pictures, films, words and sounds - hash tag #10daysWinchester on Flickr,
Twitter, Instagram, Vimeo to creative collisions and see our ‘Event Display’ (see p.13) unfold.
We are interested in anything from the simplest actions that might uncover the properties of the materials
and instruments used in artistic work, to the apparent impossibility of linking divergent fields of thinking
and practice.
.........Just hashtag your pictures, films, words and sounds #10daysWinchester on Flickr, Twitter, Instagram
and Vimeo to start some creative collisions and see our Event Display unfold .

http://www.10dayswinchester.org/daysdesignsupport/eventuploadhelp

DON’T MISS
OUT!

#10daysWinchester
@10days2013
www.10daysWinchester.org
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THE
SCHOOLS
TEAM

ROSIE MAY WALTON
Physicist
______________________________________
Starting out as a research physicist at CERN Rosie
made a timely switch out of academia into science
communication to jointly pursue her passion for the
arts.
In her science communication career to date, Rosie
has consulted for Channel 4, Discovery Channel &
National Geographic and as an editor for the
Institute of Physics.

BRIAN EVANS-JONES

Rosie presently writes a popular blog about fashion
and physics ‘Reading Vogue in a Labcoat’ and
teaches secondary maths and science.

Poet
_______________________________________
Brian’s poems have appeared in anthologies,
magazines and competitions.
During 2012-13 he worked as Hampshire County
Council’s Hampshire Poet, writing commissioned
poems, running workshops, and setting up a major
online poetry project.
Brian teaches poetry and creative writing to adults
and children of all ages, through the Open University,
Winchester University, schools, libraries, and
community venues.

ALEX HOARE
Artist and project manager for 10 days schools
engagement 2013
___________________________________________________
Alex Hoare has a BA (Hons) Textile Design from
Loughborough College of Art and Design and an
MA in Scenography (Design for Dance) from Laban
Centre London. She creates public and private
artworks with glass, sound and light that explore our
experience of place. She has developed public
artworks for places as diverse as a shopping centre
and Winchester Cathedral.

KATHERINE HOWLETT-DAVIES
Artist
_______________________________________

Her work is usually site specific, and has been
exhibited throughout the UK. She has extensive
experience of engaging people in the arts, working
in schools with pupils of all ages, often initiating cross
curricula projects to create art installations that
explore the creative potential for experiential
learning.

Katherine Howlett-Davies is an artist working with
surface pattern design. She has created printed
textile designs for catwalk and high street fashion,
and for use in interior design.
A qualified teacher, Katherine taught fashion,
textiles, art and design at FE level and is an arts
educationalist programming arts workshops in
partnership with galleries, schools and arts
organisations.

Alex is a visiting lecturer at the University of
Winchester and is currently working closely with Test
Valley Borough Council in Hampshire to develop a
strategy for public art and community engagement
in the arts.

Katherine believes in the power of art to stimulate
young people’s learning across the curriculum, and
regularly uses her sessions to extend skills in literacy,
science and mathematics.
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TRISH BOULD
Artist, founder and creative director of 10 days
_______________________________________________________________________________
Trish is an artist and curator with several decades of experience as a lecturer and
academic working primarily in Higher Education. Her work is concerned with
picturing and connecting communities through art practice. !
Trish founded 10 days in 2009 with artists from the Yard Studios, and has pioneered
its development over the last five years. The first event brought together artists
from different quarters of the city for the first time and was heralded as a fantastic
success attracting 3000 visitors. 10 days is now an established biennial project
connecting and animating the city of Winchester.
Trish’s projects, and 10 days in particular, offer opportunity and challenge to an
interdisciplinary audience which include: communities of artists in the broadest
sense, educational establishments, local business, and crucially; individuals- with a
focus on the needs and aspirations of those who take part.

JANE PRICE
Artist and director of 10 days
_______________________________________________________________________________
Jane studied Fine Art at Winchester School of Art and works from her studio at The
Yard in Winchester, where she is a member of the Studio Management Group.
She currently works at the NAC, Roche Court, and as the Office Manager of a
bronze foundry near Basingstoke.!
Jane has recently become a Director of 10 days and has been involved in the
strategic planning and development of the 10 days Creative Collisions from the
start.! In addition to her organisational role, she is one of the exhibitors in the main
Winchester Cathedral event, and has organised her own collaboration with The
Yard and the Hyde Writers, together with a satellite group exhibition at St Cross
Hospital.
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The organisers of 10 days Winchester would like to thank the following people and
organisations in making this 10 days Creative Collisions schools’ project and resource
pack possible:
Miranda Addey, South West regional Officer,!The Institute of Physics. Verena Cornwall
director, The Winchester Science Centre. Pearl John, public engagement leader,
Schools of Physics & Astronomy, University of Southampton. Stanmore Primary School,
Weeke Primary, Henry Beaufort Secondary School for their participation. Hampshire
County Council and Arts Council England for funding the project. The schools team:
Jane Price, Alex Hoare, Katherine Howlett, Brian Evan Jones and Rosie Walton.
Additionally to Rosie for creating the schools pack.

This pack was designed, compiled
and edited by creative science
communication company
Quantum Romance.
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